
Names: ____________________ 

 

____________________ 

a = ___________   

Physics 001 

Lab Activity – Uniform and Accelerated Motion  
 

Purpose: To record and analyze uniform and accelerated motion. 

 

A Uniform Motion 

  In Data Studio, create an experiment.  On channel 1, set up the motion sensor to record position 

and velocity.  Then have it produce a graph showing position. 

 

  Make sure your track is level by putting the slider in the centre and making sure it does not slide 

quickly in either direction when you let it go.  Then practice giving your cart a gentle push from 

about 50 cm from the sensor so that it glides towards the elastic band, and then glides back (catch 

it so it doesn’t hit the sensor). Once you have the idea, start data studio so that it produces a graph 

as the cart slides down the track and back. 

 

  Clean up your graph by deleting any data from while you were pushing the cart, and from after 

you stopped it.  There should be two main sections on your graph; by selecting a section and 

clicking on Fit, you can get data studio to draw a straight line through each one, and give you the 

parameters of the equation of that line. 

  Print the graph.  What is the velocity during each section of your graph? 

1
st
 part: v = ________                                            2

nd
 part: v = _________ 

 

B Accelerated Motion 

 

  In Data Studio, delete the data from the previous section.  Drag the word velocity from the data 

column onto the middle of the graph so that you now have both a position-time and velocity-time 

graph with the same time axis. 

 

  Lift the end of the track which has the motion sensor, and place the legs on a block.  Now if you 

let go of the glider from about 2/3 of the way up the track, it will slide down, hit the elastic, and 

slide back up again.  However, don’t catch it: let it slide down again and hit the elastic a second 

time.  The motion we will analyze is from the time it bounces off of the elastics until, after 

sliding up and down, it hits them again.  Start Data Studio, release the glider, and let it hit the 

elastic twice.  Stop data studio, and delete data so that you show only from when it left the elastic 

until the moment it hit the elastic again. 

 

From the velocity-time graph, you can select a large part of the data where there is a consistent 

trend, and use the Fit button again to get an equation.  From this you can determine the 

acceleration: 

 

Is this the acceleration for when it was sliding up, or sliding down the track? Explain your 

answer. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 



When the glider was sliding up the track; 

             a) was the velocity positive or negative?   __________________ 

             b) was the acceleration positive or negative?   __________________ 

             c) was it speeding up or slowing down?   __________________ 

 

When the glider was sliding down the track; 

             a) was the velocity positive or negative?   __________________ 

             b) was the acceleration positive or negative?   __________________ 

             c) was it speeding up or slowing down?   __________________ 

 

How does the sign (positive/negative) of the acceleration indicate whether the object is speeding 

up or slowing down?: 

 

_______________________________________________________________________  

 

 

  Now, look at the position-time graph.  Select the part of the data where there is a consistent 

trend, for the same time period as the part you selected on the v-t graph.  Use Fit to find the 

equation of this trend (it is a different type than the other two)  

 

From this equation you can also get the acceleration.  To do this, compare it to the equation 

2

0 0

1

2
x x v t at   .  Record the value of each of the following: 

 

x0 = _______                         v0  = _______                         ½ a  = _______ , so a = _______                                             

 

Compare this result for a to the result from the v-t graph; they are _______________________. 

 

Attach your graphs to this sheet, and hand it in.  That’s all. 


